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Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev Inequality on
Pseudo-Einstein 3-manifolds and the Logarithmic Robin Mass
Ali Maalaoui(1)
Abstract Given a three dimensional pseudo-Einstein CR manifold (M,T 1,0M,θ), we study
the existence of a contact structure conformal to θ for which the logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-
Sobolev (LHLS) inequality holds. Our approach closely follows [26] in the Riemannian setting.
For this purpose, we introduce the notion of Robin mass as the constant term appearing in
the expansion of the Green’s function of the P ′-operator. We show that the LHLS inequality
appears when we study the variation of the total mass under conformal change. Then we
exhibit an Aubin type result guaranteeing the existence of a minimizer for the total mass
which yields the classical LHLS inequality.
Keywords: Pseudo-Einstein CR manifolds, logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, the P ′-
operator
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1 Introduction and statement of the results
The logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (LHLS) is one of the most fundamental
inequalities in analysis since it appears as the borderline case of the classical Hardy-Littlewood
Sobolev inequalities which in their turn are the dual of the classical Sobolev embeddings. We
refer the reader for instance to [6, 22] and the references therein. We recall that in the
standard sphere (Sn, g0), this inequality reads as:
2
n!
∫
Sn
F ln(F ) dvg0 −
∫
Sn
FA−1n F dvg0 ≥ 0, (1)
for all F : Sn → R+ such that
∫
Sn
F dv = 1 with
∫
Sn
F ln(F ) dv <∞. Here An is the Paneitz
operator defined by its action on the spherical harmonics Yk by
AnYk = k(k + 1) · · · (k + n− 1)Yk.
The dual of (1) is the classical Beckner-Onofry inequality [2, 6, 12], that states that for
u ∈ H
n
2 (Sn),
1
2n!
−
∫
Sn
uAnu dvg0 +−
∫
Sn
u dvg0 − ln
(
−
∫
Sn
eu dvg0
)
≥ 0.
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From a spectral point of view, the LHLS inequality appears in estimating the regularized
spectral zeta function of the operator An as proved in [24]: if
∫
Sn
Fdvg0 = 1, then
Z˜(g˜)− Z˜(g0) =
2
n!
∫
Sn
F ln(F ) dvg0 −
∫
Sn
FA−1n F dvg0 , (2)
where g˜ = F
2
n g0 and Z˜ is the regularized Zeta function of the operator An which also can
be replaced by trace(A−1n ) as in [30, 31, 26]. This spectral property was then investigated in
[26], in the case of general Riemannian manifolds:
Theorem 1.1 ([26]). Let ΓV be a conformal a class of metrics on M
n with a fixed volume
V , then
inf
g∈ΓV
traceA−1n (M,V ) ≤ traceA
−1
n (S
n, V ),
where An(M,V ) is the critical GJMS operator on the manifold M with volume V ([16]).
Moreover, if the inequality is strict, then the infimum is attained by a metric in ΓV .
This result was proved by introducing a notion of mass for the Green’s function of the crit-
ical GJMS operator (see [26, 30, 31]). Indeed, as in the case of the mass for the Yamabe-type
problems, the Robin mass is the constant term appearing after the logarithmic singularity in
the expansion of the Green’s function.
In this work we will focus on the three dimensional CR setting. With this setting, there
are fundamental differences compared to the Riemannian setting. In fact, one does not have
a general Moser-Trudinger inequality unless the study is restricted to pluriharmonic function
P. In fact, the right substitute for the critical GJMS operator in this case, is the P ′-Paneitz
type operator. For instance, in S2n+1 this operator acts as
P ′
∑
j
(Y0,j + Yj,0) =
∑
j
λj(Y0,j + Yj,0),
where λj = j(j + 1) · · · (j + n) and Y0,j, Yj,0 form an L
2-orthonormal basis of pluriharmonic
functions on S2n+1. Moreover, as shown in [4], one has a the following Moser-Trudinger
inequality
1
2(n+ 1)!
−
∫
S2n+1
FP ′F dv +−
∫
S2n+1
F dv − ln−
∫
S2n+1
eF dv ≥ 0,
for F ∈ P ∩W 2,2(M). Its dual, can be stated as follows: for any G : S2n+1 → R with G ≥ 0,
G ∈ LlogL and −
∫
S2n+1
G dv = 1, we have
(n+ 1)!
2
−
∫
S2n+1
(G− 1)P ′−1τ(G− 1) dv ≤ −
∫
S2n+1
G ln(G) dv.
In fact if one looks closely to the work [4], one sees that the operator in case is actually
P
′
:= τP ′ where τ is the L2-projection on P. In this paper we propose to study the notion
of Robin mass in the three dimensional CR setting and relate it to the LHLS inequality.
Indeed, given an embeddable pseudo-Einstein manifold (M,T 1,0, θ), then the P
′
operator is
well defined, and its Green’s function Gθ takes the form
Gθ(x, y) = −γ3 ln(dθ(x, y)) +O(1),
where γ3 =
1
4pi2
.
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Definition 1.1. Given an embeddable pseudo-Einstein manifold (M,T 1,0M,θ), the CR-Robin
mass is defined by
mθ(x) = lim
y→x
Gθ(x, y) + γ3 ln(dθ(x, y)). (3)
where dθ is the horizontal distance induced by the Levi form Lθ.
The total mass of (M,T 1,0M,θ) is then defined by
Mθ(M) :=
∫
M
mθ dvθ.
For example, an easy computation in the case of the standard sphere (S3, T 1,0S3, θ0)
yields
mθ0 =
1
8pi2
ln(2).
We define the space L(M) by
L(M) := L1Log(L1)+(M) = {F : M → R+;
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ <∞}.
On the Heisenberg group H, we let
Lc(H) := {f : H→ R
+; f is measurable and compactly supported and
∫
H
f ln(f)dx <∞}.
We fix now a pseudo-Einstein structure (M,T 1,0M,θ), such that P ′θ is non-negative and
kerP ′θ = R and without loss of generality we can assume that
V :=
∫
M
θ ∧ dθ =
∫
S3
θ0 ∧ dθ0.
We also let θF = F
1
2 θ. Notice that θF induces a pseudo-Einstein structure if and only if
ln(F ) ∈ P. We set τF to be the orthogonal projection on P with respect to the L
2-inner
product induced by θF . We can then define the operators
Aθ := τP
′
θτ and AθF = τF
(
F−1Aθ
)
.
We will also write VF for the volume of M with respect to dvθF , that is,
VF =
∫
M
θF ∧ dθF =
∫
M
Fθ ∧ dθ.
Conventions:
Under the assumption that P ′θ is non-negative and kerP
′
θ = R, we will make here a very
important convention that will be carried along all the paper:
Consider the operator Aθ, then we will let the operator A
−1
θ act on all functions in P with
the convention that
Aθ ◦A
−1
θ τu = τu−
1
V
∫
M
u dvθ and A
−1
θ 1 = 0.
We will state below our main results and when there is no confusion, we will drop the
dependence of the total mass on the manifold M . We have then the following result which is
the CR version of (2) proved in [24].
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Theorem 1.2. Consider an embeddable pseudo-Einstein manifold (M,T 1,0M,θ) such that
Aθ is non-negative and kerAθ = R.
If mθ is constant and under the constraint of VF = V , one has:
MθF −Mθ =
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
V
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ,
for all F ∈ L(M). In particular, on the standard sphere (S3, T 1,0S3, θ0) one has
MθF (S
3)−Mθ0(S
3) =
γ3
4
∫
S3
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
V
∫
S3
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≥ 0.
with equality if and only if F = |Jk| with k ∈ Aut(S
3), normalized to have volume V .
As we will show in Appendix A, if Z˜θ(1) is the regularized Zeta function of Aθ, then there
exists a constant c such that
Mθ = Z˜θ(1) + c.
Therefore, the previous Theorem can be reformulated as follow:
Corollary 1.1. Assume that (M,T 1,0M,θ) is an embeddable pseudo-Einstein manifold such
that Aθ is non-negative and kerAθ = R. If mθ is constant, then under the constraint VF = V ,
we have
Z˜θF (1)− Z˜θ(1) =
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
V
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ,
for all F ∈ L(M). In particular, on the standard sphere (S3, T 1,0S3, θ0) one has
Z˜θF ,S3(1)− Z˜θ0,S3(1) =
γ3
4
∫
S3
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
V
∫
S3
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≥ 0. (4)
with equality if and only if F = |Jk| with k ∈ Aut(S
3), normalized to have volume V .
A truncated version of (4) was proved in [4, Proposition 3.5]. Indeed, if λk(θ) denotes the
kth eigenvalue of Aθ, then the authors show that
4∑
k=1
1
λk(θF )
≥
4∑
k=1
1
λk(θ0)
.
Next, we will deduce a result that can be seen as an Aubin type result as in [1] for the
Yamabe problem and [20] for the CR-Yamabe problem.
Theorem 1.3. We define
M([θ],M) := inf
F∈L(M);VF=V
MθF (M).
Then under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, we have
i) M([θ],M) ≤M([θ0], S
3).
ii) If M([θ],M) <M([θ0], S
3), then the infimum is achieved.
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Moreover, if M([θ],M) is achieved by a function F0, then the contact form θF0 has con-
stant mass and the LHLS holds, i.e, for all F ∈ L(M), such that V = VF , we have
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθF0 −
1
V
∫
M
FA−1θF0
τF dvθF0 ≥ 0.
If in addition mθ ∈ P, then θF0 is pseudo-Einstein.
Based on the work in [11] and [10], the assumptions that M is embeddable and P ′θ is
non-negative and kerP ′θ = R, can be replaced by the non-negativity of the Paneitz operator
Pθ and that the conformal class [θ] carries a pseudo-Einstein structure with non-negative
Webster curvature but non-identically zero.
One is also hoping to have a positive mass type theorem as in [13], stating that ifM([θ],M) =
M([θ0], S
3), then (M,θ) is CR-equivalent to the standard sphere (S3, θ0), but for now, this
type of result is beyond the work done in this paper and it needs a more refined blow-up
analysis of the functional J(·,M) defined below.
Acknowledgement: The author wants to express his thanks to Carlo Morpurgo for his
helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper.
2 Preliminaries and Setting
In this section we survey the main quantities and properties that we will be using during our
investigation.
2.1 Pseudo-Hermitian geometry
We will closely follow the notations in [10]. Let M be a smooth, oriented three-dimensional
manifold. A CR structure on M is a one-dimensional complex subbundle T 1,0 ⊂ TCM :=
TM ⊗ C such that T 1,0 ∩ T 0,1 = {0} for T 0,1 := T 1,0. Let H = ReT 1,0 and let J : H → H
be the almost complex structure defined by J(Z + Z¯) = i(Z − Z¯), for all Z ∈ T 1,0. The
condition that T 1,0 ∩ T 0,1 = {0} is equivalent to the existence of a contact form θ such that
ker θ = H. We recall that a 1-form θ is said to be a contact form if θ∧dθ is a volume form on
M . Since M is oriented, a contact form always exists, and is determined up to multiplication
by a positive real-valued smooth function. We say that (M,T 1,0M) is strictly pseudo-convex
if the Levi form dθ(·, J ·) on H ⊗ H is positive definite for some, and hence any, choice of
contact form θ. We shall always assume that our CR manifolds are strictly pseudo-convex.
Notice that in a CR-manifold, there is no canonical choice of the contact form θ. A
pseudohermitian manifold is a triple (M,T 1,0M,θ) consisting of a CR manifold and a contact
form. The Reeb vector field T is the vector field such that θ(T ) = 1 and dθ(T, ·) = 0. The
choice of θ induces a natural L2-dot product 〈·, ·〉, defined by
〈f, g〉 =
∫
M
f(x)g(x)θ ∧ dθ.
A (1, 0)-form is a section of T ∗
C
M which annihilates T 0,1. An admissible coframe is a
non-vanishing (1, 0)-form θ1 in an open set U ⊂ M such that θ1(T ) = 0. Let θ1¯ := θ1 be
its conjugate. Then dθ = ih11¯θ
1 ∧ θ1¯ for some positive function h11¯. The function h11¯ is
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equivalent to the Levi form. We set {Z1, Z1¯, T} to the dual of (θ
1, θ1¯, θ). The geometric
structure of a CR manifold is determined by the connection form ω1
1 and the torsion form
τ1 = A11θ
1 defined in an admissible coframe θ1 and is uniquely determined by
{
dθ1 = θ1 ∧ ω1
1 + θ ∧ τ1,
ω11¯ + ω1¯1 = dh11¯,
where we use h11¯ to raise and lower indices. The connection forms determine the pseudoher-
mitian connection ∇, also called the Tanaka-Webster connection, by
∇Z1 := ω1
1 ⊗ Z1.
The scalar curvature R of θ, also called the Webster curvature, is given by the expression
dω1
1 = Rθ1 ∧ θ1¯ mod θ.
Definition 2.1. A real-valued function w ∈ C∞(M) is CR pluriharmonic if locally w = Ref
for some complex-valued function f ∈ C∞(M,C) satisfying Z1¯f = 0.
Equivalently, [21], w is a CR pluriharmonic function if
P3w := ∇1∇1∇
1w + iA11∇
1w = 0,
for ∇1 := ∇Z1 . We denote by P the space of all CR pluriharmonic functions and τ :
L2(M)→ L2(M) ∩ P be the orthogonal projection on the space of pluriharmonic functions.
If S : L2(M)→ ker ∂¯b denotes the Szego¨ kernel, then
τ = S + S¯ +F ,
where FF is a smoothing kernel as shown in [19]. In particular, one has that τ is a bounded
operator from W k,p(M) → W k,p(M) for 1 < p < ∞ and k ∈ N (see [27]). In fact, this
last property can be directly deduced from the work [19], since in the author provides an
expansion of the kernel of τ that we will still denote it by τ :
Theorem 2.1 ([19]). Assume that (M,T 1.0M) is a compact embeddable strongly pseudo-
convex CR manifold, then there exist F1, G1 ∈ C
∞(M ×M) such that
τ(x, y) = 2Re
(
F1(−iϕ(x, y))
−2 +G1 ln(−iϕ(x, y))
)
,
with
F1 = a0(x, y) + a1(x, y)(−iϕ(x, y)) + f1(x, y)(−iϕ(x, y))
2,
where f1 ∈ C
∞(M ×M) and ϕ(x, y) has the following expansion in local coordinates near
x0 ∈M and x = x3 + iz and y = y3 + iw,
ϕ(x, y) =− x3 + y3 + i|z − w|
2 +
(
i(z¯w − zw¯) + c(−zx3 + wy3) + c¯(−z¯x3 + w¯y3)
)
+ |x3 − y3|f(x, y) +O(|(x, y)|
3),
and f is a smooth real function such that f(0, 0) = 0.
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In particular, one can check that the first term of the expansion of τ coincides with the
real part of the Szego¨ projection in H.
The Paneitz operator Pθ is the differential operator
Pθ(w) := 4div(P3w)
= ∆2bw + T
2 − 4Im∇1
(
A11∇
1f
)
,
for ∆b := ∇
1∇1 + ∇
1¯∇1¯ the subLaplacian. In particular, P ⊂ kerPθ. Hence, kerPθ is
infinite dimensional. For a thorough study of the analytical properties of Pθ and its kernel,
we refer the reader to [19, 7, 8]. The main property of the Paneitz operator Pθ is that it is
CR covariant [17]. That is, if θˆ = ewθ, then e2wP
θˆ
= Pθ.
Definition 2.2. Let (M3, T 1,0M,θ) be a pseudohermitian manifold. The Paneitz type oper-
ator P ′θ : P → C
∞(M) is defined by
P ′θf = 4∆
2
bf − 8Im
(
∇α(Aαβ∇
βf)
)
− 4Re (∇α(R∇αf))
+
8
3
Re(∇αR− i∇
βAαβ)∇
αf −
4
3
f∇α(∇αR− i∇
βAαβ) (5)
for f ∈ P.
The main property of the operator P ′θ is its ”almost” conformal covariance as shown in
[5, 10]. That is if (M,T 1,0M,θ) is a pseudohermitian manifold, w ∈ C∞(M), and we set
θˆ = ewθ, then
e2wP ′
θˆ
(u) = P ′θ(u) + Pθ (uw) (6)
for all u ∈ P. In particular, since Pθ is self-adjoint and P ⊂ kerPθ, we have that the operator
P ′ is conformally covariant, mod P⊥.
Definition 2.3. A pseudohermitian manifold (M,T 1,0M,θ) is pseudo-Einstein if
∇αR− i∇
βAαβ = 0.
Moreover, if θ induces a pseudo-Einstein structure then euθ is pseudo-Einstein if and only
if u ∈ P. The definition above was stated in [10], but it was implicitly mentionned in [17].
In particular, if (M3, T 1,0M,θ) is pseudo-Einstein, then P ′θ takes a simpler form:
P ′θf = 4∆
2
bf − 8Im
(
∇1(A11∇
1f)
)
− 4Re
(
∇1(R∇1f)
)
.
The computations of P ′θ ln(ρ) shown in [9], combined with the local expansion of the τ in
Theorem 2.1 show that the Green’s function Gθ of Aθ = τP
′
θτ has the following expansion:
Gθ(x, y) = −γ3 ln(dθ(x, y)) +K(x, y),
with K(x, y) ∈ L∞(M).
For the rest of the paper, (M,T 1,0M,θ) will always be assumed to be embeddable with
P ′θ non-negative and kerP
′
θ = R.
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2.2 The Heisenberg group
We identify the Heisenberg group H with C×R ≃ R3 with elements w = (z, t) = (x+ iy, t) ≃
(x, y, t) ∈ R× R× R and group law
w · w′ = (z, t) · (z′, t′) = (z + z′, t+ t′ + 2Im(zz′)) ∀ w,w′ ∈ H,
where Im denotes the imaginary part of a complex number and zz′ is the standard Hermitian
inner product in C. The dilations in H are
δλ : H→ H δλ(z, t) = (λz, λ
2t) ∀ λ > 0.
The natural distance that we will adopt in our setting is the Kora´nyi distance, given by
dH((z, t), (z
′, t′)) =
(
|z − z′|4 + (t− t′ − 2Im(zz′))2
) 1
4
We denote by
Θ = dt+ 2
N∑
j=1
(xidyi − yidxi)
the standard contact form on H and by dvH the volume form associated to Θ. The Heisenberg
group can be identified with the unit sphere in C2 minus a point through the Cayley transform
C : H→ S3 \ {(0, 0, 0,−1)} defined as follows
C(z, t) =
(
2z
1 + |z|2 + it
,
1− |z|2 − it
1 + |z|2 + it
)
.
On the unit sphere S3 = {ζ ∈ C2 : |ζ| = 1} we consider the distance
dS3(ζ, η)
2 = 2|1 − ζη|, ζ, η ∈ C2
With this definition of dS3 , the relation between the distance of two points w = (z, t),
w′ = (z′, t′) in H and the distance of their images C(w), C(w′) in S3, is given by
dS3(C(w), C(w
′)) = dH(w,w
′)
(
4
(1 + |z|2)2 + t2
)1
4
(
4
(1 + |z′|2)2 + t′2
) 1
4
.
On S3, we consider the standard contact form
θ0 = i
N+1∑
j=1
(ζjdζj − ζjdζj),
and we denote by dv0 the volume form associated to θ0. With this notation we have that
(C−1)∗θ0 = |JC |
1
2Θ,
where |JC | =
8
[(1+|z|2)2+t2]2
is the Jacobian of C. For h ∈ Aut(H), we can parametrize their
Jacobian |Jh| as follows:
|Jh| =
C
||z|2 + it+ 2zw + λ|4
,
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where C > 0, λ,w ∈ C and Re(λ) > |w|2. We also recall that
Aut(S3) = {k; k = C ◦ h ◦ C−1, h ∈ Aut(H)}.
Hence,the Jacobian of Jk can be parametrized as follow
|Jk| :=
C
|1− w · ζ|4
,
where C > 0, w ∈ C2, |w| < 1 and ζ ∈ S3.
We finish this section by this theorem regarding the pseudo-Hermitian normal coordinates:
Theorem 2.2 ([14]). Let (M,θ) be a pseudo-Hermitian manifold. Given p ∈M , there exist
neighborhoods U of p and V of the origin of H and a diffeomorphism Ψ : U → V such that
i) (Ψ−1)∗θ = (1 +O1)Θ.
ii) (Ψ−1)∗(θ ∧ dθ) = (1 +O1)Θ ∧ dΘ.
Where O1 is a function satisfying |O1(x)| ≤ C|x|.
3 Properties of the mass and proof of Theorem 1.2
First, we start by determining, the change of the mass mθ under a conformal change of the
contact form θ 7→ θF = F
1
2 θ.
Proposition 3.1. If θF = F
1
2 θ, then
mθF = mθ(x) +
γ3
4
ln(F (x)) −
2
VF
A−1θ τF (x) +
1
V 2F
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ.
Proof: We recall that based on our convention, the Green’s function of the operator Aθ
has the following properties:


Aθ,xGθ(x, y) = −
1
V
, for x 6= y
Gθ(x, y) + γ3 ln(dθ(x, y)) ∈ L
∞(M)∫
M
Gθ(x, y) dvθ(y) = 0.
We introduce then the function
Hθ(x, y, z) := Gθ(x, y)−Gθ(z, y).
Then one has:
Aθ,yHθ = δx − δz .
Now, notice that by definition of the Green’s function
Aθ,y(HθF −Hθ) = 0.
Moreover, HθF −Hθ is bounded. Hence, HθF −Hθ = constant. Thus
GθF (x, y)−GθF (z, y) = Gθ(x, y)−Gθ(z, y) + C.
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Integrating with respect to dvθF (y) yields
A−1θ τF (x)−A
−1
θ τF (z) + CVF = 0.
Hence, C = 1
VF
A−1θ τF (z) −A
−1
θ τF (x)). In particular
GθF (x, y)−Gθ˜(z, y) = Gθ(x, y) −Gθ(z, y) +
1
VF
A−1θ τF (z) −A
−1
θ τF (x)).
We integrate now with respect to dvθF (z) to get
GθF (x, y) = Gθ(x, y)−
1
VF
A−1θ τF (y) +
1
V 2F
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ −
1
VF
A−1θ τF (x).
Thus,
mθF (x) = mθ(x) +
γ3
4
ln(F (x))−
2
VF
A−1θ τF (x) +
1
V 2F
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ.
✷
We also point out that a different proof of this result can be deduced from Lemma B.1 in
the Appendix. A direct consequence of previous proposition is
MθF =
∫
M
mθF dvθ +
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
VF
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ.
Corollary 3.1 (Theorem 1.2). Assume that mθ is constant, then under the constraint VF =
V , one has:
MθF −Mθ =
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
V
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ.
In particular, on the standard sphere (S3, θ0), one has
MθF −Mθ0 =
γ3
4
∫
S3
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
V
∫
S3
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≥ 0.
with equality if an only if F = |Jk| with k ∈ Aut(S
3) normalized to have volume V .
Notice that the last inequality follows from the LHLS inequality proved in [4]. In fact,
this can be seen as the CR version of the spectral inequality in [24].
4 Proof of Theorem 1.3 part (i)
We define the functional J(·,M) : L(M)→ R by
J(F,M) :=
∫
M
mθF dvθ +
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
VF
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ.
In a similar way, for the Heisenberg group, we define the functional J(·,H) : Lc(H)→ R by
J(f,H) :=
γ3
4
( ∫
H
f ln(f)dx−
4
Vf
∫
H
∫
H
f(x) ln(
1
|xy−1|
)f(y)dxdy
)
,
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and we let
M(H, V ) = inf
f∈Lc(H);Vf=V
J(f,H).
We claim that
M(H, V ) =M([θ0], S
3). (7)
Indeed, from Theorem 1.2, we have that
M([θ0], S
3) =Mθ0(S
3).
The equality in (7), follows then from an easy computation starting from the LHLS inequality
in H, proved in [4, 15] and stated in the theorem below.
Theorem 4.1. For any measurable function g : H→ R such that g ≥ 0,
∫
H
g(x) dx = ω3 :=
2pi2 and
∫
H
g ln(1 + |x|2) dx <∞, we have
2
ω23
∫
H×H
ln
( 2
|xy−1|
)
g(x)g(y) dxdy ≤
1
ω3
∫
H
g ln(g) dx+ ln(2).
with equality if and only if g = (|JC | ◦ h)|Jh| with h ∈ Aut(H).
Next, we calim that
M([θ],M) ≤M(H, V ). (8)
But, in order to show this, we need an intermediate localization lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Given ε > 0, and p ∈ M , there exists δ > 0 and new coordinate system in
Bδ(p) defined by a diffeomorphism φ, such that
(φ−1)∗(θ ∧ dθ) = Θ ∧ dΘ,
and
e−ε ≤
dθ(p, q)
dH(φ(p), φ(q))
≤ eε,
for all q ∈ Bδ(p).
Proof: First notice that using Theorem 2.2, we have that for every p ∈ M , there exists
δ > 0 and a diffeomorphism Ψ : Bδ(p) → V , where V is a neighborhood of the origin in H,
such that
(Ψ−1)∗θ = (1 +O(δ))Θ,
and
(Ψ−1)∗(θ ∧ dθ) = (1 +O(δ))Θ ∧ dΘ.
Now using Gray’s theorem, we can find new coordinate systems in H, defined by a diffeomer-
phism Φ such that
(Φ−1)∗(1 +O(δ))(Θ ∧ dΘ) = Θ ∧ dΘ.
Since (1 + O(δ))Θ is close to Θ for δ small enough, and φ = Φ ◦ Ψ, then given ε > 0, there
exists δ > 0 such that
e−ε ≤
dθ(p, q)
dH(φ(p), φ(q))
≤ eε,
for all q ∈ Bδ(p). ✷
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Lemma 4.2. Given ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that, for F ∈ L(M) supported in Bδ(p),
there exists f ∈ Lc(H) compactly supported, such that
|J(F,M) − J(f,H)| ≤ εVF .
Similarly, for any f ∈ Lc(H), there exists F ∈ L(M) such that F is supported in Bδ(p) and
|J(F,M) − J(f,H)| ≤ εVf .
Proof: Using the compactness of M and a covering argument, we can always find δ > 0
such that for every p ∈M , Bδ(p) is in a coordinate chart as described in Lemma 4.1. So we
fix ε > 0. Taking δ > 0 even smaller if necessary, we can assume that
∣∣∣Gθ(p, q) + γ3 ln(|φ(p)φ(q)−1|)−mθ(p)
∣∣∣ < ε.
Hence if F is supported in Bδ(p), taking U = φ(Bδ(p)), x = φ(p), y = φ(q) and f(x) = F (p),
we have
J(F,M) =
γ3
4
∫
U
f ln(f) dvΘ −
γ3
VF
∫
U×U
f(x) ln(|xy−1|)f(y)dvΘ(y)dvΘ(y)
+
1
VF
∫
M×M
F (p)η(p, q)F (q) dvθ(p)dvθ(q)
= J(f,H) +
1
VF
∫
M×M
F (p)η(p, q)F (q) dvθ(p)dvθ(q). (9)
Hence,
|J(F,M) − J(f,H)| ≤ εVF .
In a similar way, the second assertion follows easily from the invariance of the functional
J(·,H) by the scaling
f 7→
1
λ4
f(δ 1
λ
·), (10)
where δλ is the dilation in the Heisenberg group. So one can shrink the support and then lift
it to a function on M via the diffeomorphism φ. ✷
Corollary 4.1. Let
Mδ([θ],M) := inf
F∈L(M);VF=V and supp(F )⊂Bδ(p)
J(F,M).
Then, one has
lim
δ→0
Mδ([θ],M) =M(H, V ).
In particular,
M([θ],M) ≤M(H, V ).
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5 Proof of Theorem 1.3 part (ii)
5.1 Concentration and Improved LHLS inequality
We move now to proving some regularity estimates that follow from the structure of the
Green’s function of Aθ.
Proposition 5.1. For any ε > 0, there exists Cε > 0 such that for all F ∈ L(M),
‖A−1θ τF‖∞ ≤ (1 + ε)
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ + Cε
( ∫
M
F dvθ + 1
)
. (11)
Proof: Recall that
Gθ = −γ3 ln(dθ(x, y)) +K(x, y),
where K is a bounded smooth kernel. Thus for r > 0 and small,
A−1θ F (x) = −γ3
∫
M
ln(dθ(x, y))F (y) dvθ(y) +
∫
M
K(x, y)F (y) dvθ(y)
= −γ3
∫
Br(x)
ln(|xy−1|)F (y)dy +
∫
M
K˜(x, y)F (y) dvθ(y).
The second term is naturally bounded by C
∫
M
F dvθ. For the first term, we have for 0 < δ < 4
−4
∫
Br(x)
ln(|xy−1|)F (y)dy = −4
∫
ln(F )≥−(4−δ) ln(|xy−1|)
ln(|xy−1|)F (y) dy
− 4
∫
ln(F )≤−(4−δ) ln(|xy−1|)
ln(|xy−1|)F (y) dy
≤
4
4− δ
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ − 4
∫
Br(x)
1
|xy−1|4−δ
ln(|xy−1|) dy (12)
The second term in the last inequality is clearly bounded for all 0 < δ < 4. Hence, (11) is
proved by choosing δ arbitrarily close to 4. ✷
Next we state this useful fact that follows directly from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
Lemma 5.1. We let σF =
VF
V
, for F ∈ L(M) and assume that Q and R satisfy the inequality
1
V
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≤
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ + C, if VF = V.
Then,
1
V
∫
M
QA−1θ τR dvθ ≤
γ3
8
(
σR
∫
M
Q ln
( Q
σQ
)
dvθ + σQ
∫
M
R ln
( R
σR
)
dvθ
)
+ CσQσR.
Now, we have the necessary tools to prove a weak logarithmic HLS inequality:
Proposition 5.2. There exists C > 0, depending on M and V , such that if VF = V one has
1
V
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≤
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ + C. (13)
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Proof: First, notice that if we apply Lemma 4.2 with ε = 1, then one has that there exists
δ > 0 such that for F supported in Bδ(p), we have
J(F,M) ≥M(H, V )− VF .
Hence, by the boundedness of mθ, we have that (13) holds for functions compactly supported
in Bδ(p).
Next, we consider a covering of M by closed sets (Ui)1≤i≤N such that if Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ then
dθ(Ui, Uj) > ε. We can also assume that the sets Ui are small, in a way that if Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅
then there exists a ball Bδ(p) containing them both. We set Fi = χUiF . So one can use the
fact that the Green’s function is regular away from the diagonal, in order to write∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ =
∑
Ui∩Uj=∅
∫
M
FiA
−1
θ τFj dvθ +
∑
Ui∩Uj 6=∅
∫
M
FiA
−1
θ τFj dvθ
≤ V 2FC1 +
∑
Ui∩Uj 6=∅
∫
M
FiA
−1
θ τFj dvθ
= V 2FC1 + II (14)
Therefore, one should focus on the term II. But using Lemma 5.1, one has
II ≤
∑
Ui∩Uj 6=∅
(VFiγ3
8
∫
M
Fi ln
( Fi
σFi
)
dvθ +
VFjγ3
8
∫
M
Fj ln
( Fj
σFj
)
dvθ + C
VFiVFj
V
)
.
Then, applying Jensen’s inequality for the function t 7→ t ln(t), under the assumption that
VF = V , yields ∫
M
Fi ln
(Fi
σj
)
dvθ ≥ 0.
Thus,
∑
Ui∩Uj 6=∅
(VFiγ3
8
∫
M
Fi ln
( Fi
σFi
)
dvθ +
VFjγ3
8
∫
M
Fj ln
( Fj
σFj
)
dvθ + C
VFiVFj
V
)
(15)
≤
∑
i,j
(VFiγ3
8
∫
M
Fi ln
( Fi
σFi
)
dvθ +
VFjγ3
8
∫
M
Fj ln
( Fj
σFj
)
dvθ +C
VFiVFj
V
)
=
γ3
4
V
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
γ3
4
V
∑
j
VFj ln(VFj ) + C2.
Taking C3 = −min t ln(t), yields∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≤
γ3
4
V
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ +
γ3
4
C3NV + C2 +C1V
2,
which is the desired inequality. ✷
As it was noted in the proof of Lemma 4.2, the functional J(·,H) is invariant under the
scaling (10), which leaves the volume, or the L1-norm invariant. This hints to a concentration
phenomena that can happen locally for the functional J(·,M). So we start investigating the
effect of concentration on the functional J(·,M).
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Definition 5.1. We say that a sequence (Fj)j∈N ∈ L
1(M) is a concentrating sequence, if
there exists a sequence of points pj ∈M and numbers δj → 0 such that∫
Bδj (pj)
Fj dvθ ≥ (1− δj)VFj .
We then have this lower bound on the energy of concentrating sequences:
Proposition 5.3. Let (Fj)j∈N be a concentrating sequence in L(M) with constant volume
V . Then
lim inf
j→∞
J(Fj ,M) ≥M(H, V ).
Proof: Let (Fj)j∈N such a sequence and consider χj the characteristic function of Bδj (pj).
We define then Qj = χjFj and Rj = Fj−Qj . One then has from Lemma 4.2, that for j large
enough,
J(Qj,M) ≥M(H, VQj )− εVQj .
Using Lemma 5.1, we have∫
M
QjA
−1
θ τRj dvθ ≤
γ3
8
(
VRj
∫
M
Qj ln
( Qj
σQj
)
dvθ + VQj
∫
M
Rj ln
( Rj
σRj
)
dvθ
)
+CσQjσRj .
Since V = VFj , one has
V J(Fj ,M) = (VQj + VRj )
∫
M
mθ(Qj +Rj)−
∫
M
(Qj +Rj)A
−1
θ τ(Qj +Rj) dvθ
+ (VQj + VRj )
γ3
4
( ∫
M
Qj ln(Qj) dvθ +
∫
M
Rj ln(Rj) dvθ
)
= VQjJ(Qj ,M) +
γ3
4
VRj
∫
M
Rj ln(Rj) dvθ −
∫
M
RjA
−1
θ τRj dvθ
+ VQj
γ3
4
∫
M
Rj ln(Rj) dvθ + VRj
γ3
4
∫
M
Qj ln(Qj) dvθ − 2
∫
M
QjA
−1
θ τRj dvθ
+
∫
M
(VQjRj + VRjFj)mθ dvθ.
Therefore,
V J(Fj ,M) ≥ VQjJ(Qj ,M) +
γ3
4
(
V 2Rj ln(σRj ) + VRjVQj
(
ln(σRj ) + ln(σQj)
))
−
CV 2Rj
V
−
2CVRjVQj
V
− VRj (VQj + V )max |mθ|
≥ VQjJ(Qj ,M) +
γ3
4
VRjV ln(VRj )− C
′VRj .
Thus,
J(Fj ,M) ≥
VQj
V
(
M(H, VQj )− εjVQj
)
+
γ3
4
VRj ln(VRj )− C
′VRj .
So, passing to the limit, yields the desired result. ✷
Since concentration tends to localize the problem in a way that it becomes similar to the
Heisenberg case, one expects to obtain an improved logarithmic HLS inequality in the case
of absence of concentration and this can be quantified by the following:
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Lemma 5.2. Fix 0 < δ < 1, then there exists C(δ,M, θ) > 0 such that for any F ∈ L(M)
satisfying VF = V and ∫
Bδ(x)
F dvθ < (1− δ)V,
for all x ∈M , we have
(1− δ)
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ + C ≥
1
V
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ.
Proof: The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 5.2. So we consider a covering
of M by closed sets (Ui)1≤i≤N such that if Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ then there exists ε > 0 such that
dθ(Ui, Uj) > ε. We can also assume that the sets Ui are small, in a way that if Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅
then there exist a number 0 < δ′ < δ and a ball Bδ′(p) containing them both. We add the
extra condition that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N , there exists xj ∈ M such that Uj ⊂ B δ
2
(xj). With
the notations as above, we notice now that
∑
i;Uj∩Ui 6=∅
VFi ≤
∫
Bδ(xj)
F dvθ ≤ (1− δ)VF ,
Using (15), we get∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≤
γ3(1− δ)VF
4
∑
i
∫
M
Fi ln
( Fi
σFi
)
dvθ + C + C1V
2
≤
γ3(1− δ)VF
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ + C˜.
✷
5.2 Sub-critical Approximation
Consider the modified functional
Jε(F,M) =
∫
M
mθF dvθ +
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
(1− ε)λε1
VF
∫
M
FA−1−εθ τF dvθ,
where λ1 is the first non-zero eigenvalue of Aθ and ε > 0.
Lemma 5.3. There exists Fε ∈ C
∞(M) that minimizes the functional Jε. That is,
inf
f∈L(M);VF=V
Jε(F,M) = Jε(Fε,M).
Proof: First notice that
Jε(F,M) ≥
∫
M
mθF dvθ +
γ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
(1− ε)
VF
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ.
Now using Proposition 5.2, we have
Jε(F,M) ≥
εγ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ − C(1− ε) + inf
M
(mθ)V
≥
εγ3
4
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ − C1. (16)
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Therefore, if (Fk)k∈N is a minimizing sequence for Jε, then
∫
M
Fk ln(Fk) dvθ is bounded above
independently of k. To finish our argument, we recall the following useful result [26, Lemma
2.11].
Lemma 5.4. We fix a continuous convex function G : [0,∞)→ R such that
lim
t→∞
G(t)
t
=∞.
Consider a sequence (Fk)k∈N of non-negative measurable functions in M such that
sup
k∈N
∫
M
G(Fk)dv = S <∞.
Then after passing to a subsequence, there exists F ∈ L1(M) such that Fk → F weakly and∫
M
G(F )dv ≤ lim inf
k→∞
G(Fk)dv.
Using this Lemma for G(t) = t ln(t) and the sequence (Fk)k∈N, we have the existence of
Fε ∈ L(M) such that Fk → Fε weakly in L
1(M) and
∫
M
Fε ln(Fε) dvθ ≤ lim inf
k→∞
∫
M
Fk ln(Fk) dvθ.
Since Fk is bounded in L(M), we have from Proposition 5.2, that A
−1
θ τFk is uniformly
bounded in Lp(M)∩P for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Now by ellipticity of Aθ on P, we have that A
−ε
θ τ
is a pseudo-differential operator of order −4ε. Hence, A−1−εθ τFk is uniformly bounded in
W p,4ε(M). Taking p > 43ε , we see that (A
−1−ε
θ τFk)k∈N is compact in C(M). Therefore, we
can extract a convergent subsequence, that we still denote by (Fk)k∈N such that A
−1−ε
θ τFk →
A−1−εθ τFε, since Fk → Fε weakly in L
1(M). Hence,
∫
M
FkA
−1−ε
θ τFk dvθ →
∫
M
FεA
−1−ε
θ τFε dvθ.
Therefore,
lim
k→∞
Jε(Fk,M) ≥ Jε(Fε,M).
Let us show that Fε is bounded below by a positive constant. Consider a bounded function
H such that Fε +H ∈ L(M) and
∫
M
H dvθ = 0, then we have
D := Jε(Fε +H,M)− Jε(Fε,M)
=
∫
M
mθH dvθ +
γ3
4
∫
M
(Fε +H) ln(Fε +H)− Fε ln(Fε) dvθ
−
2(1− ε)λε1
V
∫
M
HA−1−εθ τFε dvθ −
2(1− ε)λε1
V
∫
M
HA−1−εθ τH dvθ. (17)
Hence,
D ≤ C
∫
M
|H| dvθ +
γ3
4
∫
M
(Fε +H) ln(Fε +H)− Fε ln(Fε) dvθ,
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where C = ‖mθ‖∞ +
(1−ε)λε1
V
‖A−1−εθ τFε‖∞. Notice that from the mean value theorem, one
has
(t+ s) ln(t+ s)− t ln(t) < s(1 + ln(t+ s)) < 0,
whenever t, s > 0 and t+s < e−1 or t > 0, s < 0 and t+s > e−1. So we consider the two sets
W := {x;Fε > e
−1} and WN := {x;Fε(x) < e
−N}. Notice that by the mean value theorem,
we have that W has positive measure. So we assume for the sake of contradiction that also
WN has positive measure and construct the function H such that
∫
M
H dvθ = 0 with


0 < H < F − e−1 on W
F − e−N < H < 0 on WN
H = 0 on M \ (W ∪WN ).
Notice that in this case we have
D ≤ −N
γ3
4
∫
WN
H dvθ + C
∫
M
|H| dvθ
≤ (C −N
γ3
8
)
∫
M
|H| dvθ, (18)
which yields a contradiction for N big enough. Hence, Fε is bounded from below. Now the
Euler-Lagrange equation for the constraint minimization of Jε yields the equation
mθ +
γ3
4
(ln(Fε) + 1)−
2(1 − ε)λε1
V
A−1−εθ τFε = λε, (19)
where λε is the constant coming from the Lagrange multiplier. Therefore, by ellipticity of Aθ
restricted to P and smoothness of mθ, we get the smoothness of Fε. ✷
At this stage, we have the required ingredients to finish the proof of Theorem 1.3. The
idea is to extract a convergent subsequence of Fε when ε→ 0. Notice that we have
lim
ε→0
J(Fε,M) =M([θ],M).
So (Fε)ε>0 is a minimizing sequence that we need to show its convergence. But since
M([θ],M) <M([θ0], S
3), it follows from Proposition 5.3 that (Fε)ε>0 does not concentrate.
We combine then Lemma 5.2 and the boundedness of J(Fε,M) to get∫
M
Fε ln(Fε) dvθ ≤ C,
with C is independent of ε. This, combined with
Jε(1,M) ≥ Jε(Fε,M) ≥M([θ],M),
yields the uniform boundednes of
∫
M
FεA
−1−ε
θ τFε dvθ.
We recall now that Fε satisfies the equation
mθ +
γ3
4
(
ln(Fε) + 1
)
−
2(1− ε)λε1
V
A−1−εθ τFε = λε. (20)
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The Lagrange multiplier λε can be obtained by multiplying (20) by Fε and then integrating:
λεV =
∫
M
mθFε dvθ +
γ3
4
∫
M
Fε ln(Fε) dvθ −
2(1 − ε)λε1
V
∫
M
FεA
−1−ε
θ τFε dvθ +
γ3
4
V.
Hence, λε is uniformly bounded. Using Proposition 5.2, we have that (A
−1
θ Fε)ε is uniformly
bounded in C(M)∩P. A boot-strap argument for equation (20) provides us with the smooth-
ness of Fε. So if we set uε = A
−1
θ τFε, then one has∫
M
uεAθuε dvθ ≤ C.
Therefore, from the Moser-Trudinger inequality in [8], we have that uε is uniformly bounded in
W 2,2(M) and euε is uniformly bounded in Lp(M) for all 1 ≤ p <∞. Since the family (A−εθ )ε
is uniformly bounded in W 2,2(M) ∩ P, we have the uniform boundedness in W 2,2(M) ∩ P
of vε := A
−ε
θ uε. Again, using the Moser-Trudinger inequality, we get that e
vε is uniformly
bounded in Lp(M). But since
Fε = e
Rεe
8(1−ε)λε1
γ3V
vε
,
and Rε is uniformly bounded in L
∞(M), we have the uniform boundeddness of Fε in L
2(M).
So, using the regularizing effect of A−1θ , we see that (A
−1−ε
θ τFε)ε is compact in C(M) ∩ P.
Therefore, we can extract a convergent subsequence of (Fε)ε that we denote by (Fεk)k∈N such
that Fεk → F0 in C(M) and via a diagonal process, we get that
J(F0,M) = inf
F∈L(M);VF=V
J(F,M).
✷
It is then easy to see that if M([θ],M) is achieved by a function F0, then it satisfies the
equation
mθ +
γ3
4
(
ln(F0) + 1
)
−
2
V
A−1θ τF0 = λ0.
In particular, a boot-strapping argument yields the regularity of F0 and if mθ ∈ P then so is
ln(F0). Using Proposition 3.1, one sees that mθF is constant. In fact, we have
mθF0 =
M([θ],M)
V
.
Appendix
A The regularized Zeta function and the Mass
In this section we will establish a link between the total mass and the regularized Zeta
function. We want to point out that in the Riemannian case, this link was established in
[25, Section5] for a general pseudo-differential operator having a leading term of ∆
d
2
g where d
is the dimension of the manifold without the mention of concept of mass. In [26], the author
introduced the mass. Both these two proves rely on the heat kernel estimates and an explicit
expansion of the Green’s function of the fractional power of operator. In our case, we avoid
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the use of the heat kernel expansion since the operator Aθ does not have an invertible symbol
as an operator in ΨH(M) ( but Aθ is a generalized Toeplitz operator which is invertible in the
Toeplitz algebra [3]). Therefore one cannot use the Volterra calculus and the heat kernel ex-
pansion developed in [28]. Our proof relies on the non-commutative residue introduced in [29].
We will be using the same notations as [28, 29]. We consider the operator P0 ∈ ΨH(M)
with Schwartz kernel K0 ∈ K
0(M ×M) such that in a coordinate patch around x ∈ M we
have K0(x, y) = −γ3 ln(dθ(x, y)) (Here we disregarded the factor related to the Jacobian of
the change of coordinates for the sake of notation). Then we have
Mθ =
∫
M
lim
x→y
(Gθ(x, y)−K0(x, y))dvθ(x)
Therefore, since A−1θ τ − P0 is a trace class operator,
Mθ = TR(A
−1
θ τ − P0).
We consider now the holomorphic family s 7→ A−sθ defined in a neighborhood of zero, where
for ℜ(s) > 0 we have
A−sθ := q(s)
∫ ∞
0
t−s(Aθ + r + t)
−1dt
where q(s) = 1∫∞
0 t
−s(1+t)−1dt
and r : P → kerAθ is the L
2-orthogonal projection. Notice that
A−sθ is defined on P and can be extended by 0 to P
⊥. We also have ord(A−sθ ) = −4s.
Notice that with the previous notation lims→0+ A
−s
θ u = u − r(u) for all u ∈ P. So we let
Ts = A
−s
θ ⊕ τ
⊥ ⊕ r. We will be using this family as a gauging for A−1θ τ since for ℜ(s) > 0
and small, TsA
−1
θ τ is a trace class operator.
Recall that, [29, Proposition 3.17], TR(TsA
−1
θ τ) has a simple pole at s = 0 and the residue
at this pole is
Ress=0
(
TR(TsA
−1
θ τ)
)
= −Res(A−1θ τ) = −γ3V.
Similarly TR(TsP0) has the same residue at the pole s = 0. Hence,
lim
s→0
TR(TsA
−1
θ τ)− TR(TsP0) = lims→0
TR(TsA
−1
θ τ)−
(−γ3V )
s
+
(−γ3V )
s
− TR(TsP0)
= Z˜(1) + c, (21)
where
c = lim
s→0
(−γ3V )
s
− TR(TsP0),
is a constant that might depend on V . The last equality in (21) follows from the fact that
TsA
−1
θ τ = A
−s
θ A
−1
θ τ . But
lim
s→0
TR(TsA
−1
θ τ − TsP0) = TR(A
−1
θ τ − P0)) =Mθ.
Therefore,
Z˜(1) =Mθ − c.
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B Geometric CR mass
In this section we will add a geometric correction to the mass that makes it independent of
the point on the sphere. First, we start by the following:
Lemma B.1.
A−1
θ˜
τF f = A
−1
θ τ(Ff)−
∫
M
Ff dvθ
VF
A−1θ τ(F )− a1 + a2
where a1 =
∫
M
FA−1
θ
τ(Ff) dvθ
VF
a2 =
∫
M
Ff dvθ
∫
M
FA−1
θ
τ(F ) dvθ
V 2F
.
Proof: Recall that from our convention, we have that
AθFA
−1
θF
τF f = τf −
∫
M
fdvθF
VF
.
But AθF = τF (F
−1Aθ). Hence, one has
AθA
−1
θF
τF f = τ(Ff)−
τ(F )
∫
M
fdvθF
VF
.
Therefore,
A−1θF τF f = A
−1
θ τ(Ff)−
∫
M
fdvθF
VF
A−1θ τ(F )−
1
VF
∫
M
A−1θ τ(Ff)dvθF
+
∫
M
fdvθF
V 2F
∫
M
A−1θ τFdvθF .
✷
We also recall here the scalar invariant related to the operator P ′θ, namely, the Q
′-
curvature. Indeed, we set
Q′θ := 2∆bR− 4|A|
2 +R2.
Then for w ∈ P and θˆ = ewθ, we have
e2wQ′
θˆ
= Q′θ + P
′
θ(w) +
1
2
Pθ
(
w2
)
.
In our case, we are more interested in the quantity Q¯′θ = τQ
′
θ. For more information about
the Q′-curvature we refer the reader to [5, 10] and for problems related to prescribing the Q¯′θ,
we refer the reader to [8, 18, 23].
Lemma B.2. Assume that ln(F ) ∈ P, then we have
τFQ
′
θF
= τF (F
−1Q′θ) +
1
2
AθF ln(F ).
Proof: Recall that under the conformal change θ → θF , the Q
′-curvature changes as
follows:
1
2
P ′θ ln(F ) +Q
′
θ = Q
′
θF
F +
1
8
Pθ((ln(F ))
2).
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Thus,
Q′θF =
F
2
P ′θ ln(F ) + FQ
′
θ −
F
8
Pθ((ln(F ))
2).
Hence,
τFQ
′
θF
= τF (F
−1Q′θ) +
1
2
AθF ln(F ).
✷
Define now the geometric mass as in [30, 31], by
Nθ(x) := mθ(x)−
γ3
2
A−1θ τQ
′
θ(x).
A direct substitution then shows that if ln(F ) ∈ P then
NθF −Nθ =
γ3
2
∫
M
Q′θ dvθ − 2
VF
A−1θ τF +
1− γ32
∫
M
Q′θ dvθ
V 2F
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ
+
γ3
4VF
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
γ3
2VF
∫
M
FA−1θ τQ
′
θ dvθ.
In particulat, on the sphere S3, since we have
∫
S3
Q′θ dvθ = 16pi
2, we have
Proposition B.1.
NθF (S
3)(x)−Nθ0(S
3)(x) =
γ3
4VF
∫
M
F ln(F ) dvθ −
1
V 2F
∫
M
FA−1θ τF dvθ ≥ 0.
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